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ב"ה
Jerusalem, 10 Tammuz 5769
To Whom It May Concern:

As a Kallah teacher here in Yerushalayim, I often see how confused many young women
become when learning to keep their calendar for Taharas Hamishpacha. Many are
frustrated and feel they will never master the mathematics involved in calculating the
times of separation correctly. All are eager to keep the mitzvot to the best of their ability,
truly trying to understand and learn.
Imagine
my delight in discovering the wonderful
online calendar
www.mymikvahcalendar.com! Here is a calendar that not only calculates all Onos
HaVeset, but explains and teaches the user along the way. Clear instructions, video
Tutorials and use of colors give the user an invaluable tool in keeping their calendar
correctly and remembering to do the required bedikot on time. The SMS and email
reminders, as well as the efficient technical assistance provided, are indispensible and can
only improve the performance and observance of these essential halachot.
I greatly enjoy using it and am gratified to see how much it has benefited the kallahs and
women that I teach. Many women I know, who were, unfortunately, hardly keeping the
calendar at all, have been amazed to discover how easy it can be using this online
calendar and have undertaken to be more stringent in keeping this important mitzvah.
To the entire team of Taharas Hamishpacha International and Mikvah.org - Kol Hakovod
for making this worthy project a reality. May Hashem bless you and your families with
all the brochot and segulot that come from careful observance of the laws of prisha. May
the zchus of diligently keeping our private home’s “mikdash me’at” reunite us all very
soon in the Third Beis Hamikdash תיכף ומיד ממש.

All the best,
Keren Vardi

